
 

This CRACK pack of SketchUp Pro 2018 plugins includes a whole range of essential items, including a Design Cast Shadow
Generator for your renderings, a suite of new materials for point lights and spotlights, and even a couple scripting tools. The
plugin pack runs at just $9.99 (a fraction of the total price) and offers over $54 in savings!

Below is an incomplete list of what's included in this edition: 1.) Podium Modeler - Essential model editing tools for making
quick changes to your design or construction plans 2.) Python Scripting Tools - A game changer when it comes to automation 3.
Double Click Generator - Transforms text in your designs for your convenience 4. Render Reference - Generates realistic
renderings in SketchUp's ViewCube 5. Round Corner Modeler - Create perfectly shaped corner models in seconds 6. Tool &
Item Editor - Transform multiple items in your design into one tool in seconds 7. Design Cast Shadow-Generator - Easily add
shadows to your design with this new script tool 8. Point Light Source Generator - Makes creating all kinds of light effects
simple with this script tool 9. Spotlight Source Generator - Makes creating all kinds of light effects simple with this script tool
10. Shadow Map Generator - Generates realistic shadows from your design 11. Design Light Source Picker - Use the new Script
Tool "Design Light Source Picker" to pick your lighting source easily 12. Design Beam & Particle Editor - Easily edit beam and
particle effects in your designs for style or realism 13. Customizable Lights-Use any color to create custom color lights with the
Design Item Manager's new "Customizable Lights" option 14. Light Maps & Specifiers-New options let you create maps
quickly that are saved as .vect files for future use in rendering 15. New UV/Scale Slicer - Creates seamless models with minimal
editing 16. New Material Editor - Easily apply grains, density, and more to your materials 17. New Toolset System - Adds new
tools for quick design changes 18. Advanced Visualization Tools - Use the new "Advanced Visualization Tools" for advanced
visualization settings like parallel viewing, zoom-to-area, and more!

Below is an incomplete list of plugins that may be included in the next update: 1.) AutoLevel Plugin - This plugin automatically
handles level changes in SketchUp models by detecting it's offset from the current camera position. 2.) Background Generator -
This plugin adds a background image, defined by the user, to the entire model. And it automatically tiles so you can use any
image you want. 3.) Brick Designer - Automatically generates brick walls and flooring for interior design projects. 4.) Make
SketchUp 3D! - Adds a shape to the cursor that lets you convert 2D objects into 3D objects and turns them into actual 3D
models (with gravity and everything).

• Windows: VISTA, Win7 (SP1), Win8(.1) or Win10 (32 or 64 bit) • Mac: OS X 10.7 or higher (except 10.
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